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January 11, 2022

Hello GB Families!

Our staff has been working incredibly hard to keep our students learning in person as much as possible this year. We appreciate
their immense dedication, as well as your patience with the need to cancel bus routes and have various teachers covering
classes. Substitute teacher coverage has been at our lowest level ever - by far - for days, and each day we see more positive
cases in both students and staff throughout the district. The number of positive tests so far in 2022 is alarming.

The GCHD recently sent a letter to school leaders urging the use of masks in schools while the transmission in our area is so
high. We know by looking at past numbers that, given the current prevalence of positive cases in the district, if we hadn't been
universally masking after the holiday break, we would absolutely not have made it this far learning in person. The number of
staff and students that would’ve been quarantined would’ve tied our hands. Basically, our buildings have remained open this far
with the combination of mandatory masks and our staff stepping up like never before. That being said, the following changes
reflect necessary, but temporary measures we will be taking to mitigate the situation:

● GBCS will extend the mask requirement K-12 through February 18, 2022 and reevaluate at that time.
Our plan was to make masks a matter of choice at the start of second semester, but the new variant of COVID-19
combined with holiday exposures has made this critical to preserving in-person learning.

● Additionally, GBHS students will be transitioning temporarily to remote instruction beginning Thursday, January 13
and will return in person on January 25, 2022.

● K-8 & GSRP/Preschool students will transition temporarily to remote learning on Tuesday, January 18 and will also
return in person on January 25, 2022.

● Upcoming first semester GBHS exams will be delivered on their originally scheduled days unless communicated
otherwise from teachers. Exams are scheduled for January 19-21 and will be remote half-days (7:20 am-10:43 am.)

Having the number of students and teachers that are currently out during exams at the high school would make assessments
nearly impossible. January 17 (MLK Jr. Day) and January 24th (records day - staff only report) were previously scheduled days off
for students. These 4 to 6 days of remote learning will give us a solid 10 days apart to restart with what we hope will be many
more healthy students and staff back in the classroom. This also will allow for our district to process updated guidance from
MDHHS and GCHD in regards to rule changes on isolation/quarantine for the second semester.

Shifting to remote is not easy on anyone, and we did not make this decision lightly. We will continue to evaluate the situation
and the need for further contingencies as we navigate these winter months. In the event that your family would like to request
“Grab N’ Go” student meals during this time, please contact Dining Services at (810) 591-6674.

Please look for further communication from your building administrator in the coming days to outline remote learning
schedules and other pertinent information. Thank you for your continued understanding, flexibility and support.

Sincerely,

Dr. Trevor Alward
Superintendent
Grand Blanc Community Schools
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